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Trying to get to grips with one of the most
unaccountable of Zimbabwe's artists,

Ga//ery asl<ed IVIurray McCartney to engage
Gerry Dixon in conversation.

The artist has added his own comments.

Gerry Dix
"Nineteen xi.xn-two. si.\t\-lhree. on a diet of

Retsina and slimming pills. Boh an ' I doin ' a

street cabaret in Athens. Iiim on his mouth-

organ, me playing on my pith helmet - bam!

bam! bam! But Bob had to go. I mean,

there we are. flat broke, and he 's using his

last coins to buy an ice-cream. An ice-

cream!"

Gerry Dixon"s acid indignation isn't

something you"d like to meet on a dark

night. But the lightness of touch is never far

behind: "The next week. I'm in Beograd. and

what's playin' on the juke-box? Cliff

Richard! And all these people thinking that

they're rebels!"

Which leads, in our roller-coaster

conversation, to considerations of

communism, recollections— and they are

legion— of his antipathy to it. "I've been

anti- since my father and all his trade

unionism: sightless leaders, boring

controllers of life ..."

Outer sight

Dixon is 58 now, and looking a lot fitter than

anyone should look after a history of making

the 'free life' pretty much an article of his

existence. Those who would control it are

either vanquished, pilloried, abandoned, or

given a wide berth against the day when his

gentle wrath will light on just the tool to do

the job: a word, a look, a sculpture.

To suggest, though, as one Harare critic has

done, that this makes him the Don Quixote

of the contemporary art scene, is to miss two

important points. His ideals may be quite as

lofty as those of Cervantes' good knight, but

the villains of his piece are real enough.

Well, some of them are, at least: poisonous

vehicle emissions; nuclear weaponry; the

squander-mongery of space exploration; the

media manipulation of sound frequencies

and visual images. Others perhaps owe

more to the fertility of his imagination than

the rigour of his analysis.

More importantly, though, the tilting-at-

windmills school ignores a long and rough-

edged history. "There goes Gerry Dixon,"

they seem to imply, "characteristic flap-

eared cap making him lookfor ail the world

like Snoopy mocking the Red Baron." The

endearing hermit. The iconoclast with a soft

centre.

The soft centre had other beginnings. The

west London district of Southall — beyond

the reach of the Underground which hives

off north and south of it, tracking more

prosperous realms — had a particular

character in 1938. The arrow-straight

streets, fanning off The Broadway like fish

bones, were surrounded by airports, and

factories, and RAF ba.ses. Not only

industrial, but military-industrial as well, a

strategic target. And a for lad in wartime

Southall, the sirens and air-raids and

dashing-for-the-shelters went with the turf.

7 grew up in surnnindings of fear." Dixon

recalls, "but it was more like 1 was watching

it. I went round collecting bits of bombs.

and shrapnel, and put them in little boxes.

The oldies were freaking out. but I don 't

actually remember any fear."

Family life was strained, and fractured.

Mother was hospitalised, sister was sent to

an orphanage, and Dixon himself to live

with his grandmother until his father re-

married when he was twelve.

"I fought everything. Changed .schools a lot.

Lived on the streets. Nineteen fifty-two. in

comes TV. fAost people putting up aerials,

even if they didn 't have a set — keeping up

with the Jone.ses. I lost my old man to the

BBC, and I've avoided television all my life.

Before TV everyone was on the streets in

London; then — overnight — nothing.

Police began appearing in the evenings:

'Shouldn't you be indoors. Sunny'.''

Umdon was the biggest city in the world:

something was going down then. We had a

strict hierarchy <m the streets, in-built

policing. Then comes TV. aggression.

negative newspaper reporting, boys being

pulled off the street. Nineteen fifty-five, a

friend gets beaten by the police with a

hasebtdl bat for no offence. A baseball bat

... we didn 't even know what baseball was"

At 16, he started an apprenticeship with the

engineering firm, AEC. "Wv main thing

was to avoid compulsory two year's army

conscription, and you coidd plead deferment

b\ studying. I did day-release, and passed

enough engineering e.xams to miss the

anny." Characteristically, he glosses over

the skills he learned; it's unlikely that his

laddish attitude and irreverent time-keeping

detracted much from his design and drafting

capabilities.

Away from the factory, life was a cocktail of

billiard-halls, dog-racing at Wembley twice a

week and jazz clubs.

7 was an 'outer'. Ifyou 're an <niter you 're

not into the general movie. The suburban

miters individually went to city centre: we

were into music."

Chasing the Trane

The hard-bop of modem jazz might have

been scripted for Gerry Dixon and his outer

pals. Listen to Thelonius Monk: '7 .v(;v, /)/av

Your own way. Don 'I play what the public

wants. You play what you want and let the

public pick up what you are doing — even if

it does take them 15, 20 years."

Or Nat Hentoff. on Coltrane: "The deadly

serious John Coltrane, groping for as many

possibilities as he can think ofand combine

in each chord that rushes by, performs with

a hugely emotional 'cry' of desire thai has

been at the centre ofjazz since the first field

hollers."

Meanwhile, back at the factory, Dixon was

stirring the corporate leathers with his views

— not positive — on the volumes of carbon

iiionovide that AEC vehicles were going to

pump into the atmosphere with their new

line of London buses. The technical director

had his own opinion: "Dixon. I think you'd

better go and work somewhere elsi'."

The somewhere else was Austialia. a long

way from England's stifling 'dumb'.

"Melbourne. Height of.\uslralian
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uneinployinenl. My dress was out of order. Every job intennew, I

blew iheir minds." Bui the country occasionally returned the favour,

by blowing his, lacing a succession of rough-neck adventures in

deserts and swamps with interludes of insight.

"7 met a kid who 'd never, at 12 years old. seen anyone else except his

father Presence? One hundred per cent! Changed my attitude to

city life forever."

"/ got into collecting bones. Painting them bright colours. Stringing

them up around the place."

1962. The last three months of a long and chequered two-year stay

were spent, following a bout of agoraphobia, in a Brisbane flat. '7

was there three months, and didn 't go out once. Started oil painting.

I'd phone for a ta.xi and tell the driver what paints to buy. and he 'd

bring them round. Paranoia No 1 — that was a great painting. The

rest I burned"

Time to move on. The boat to India, and the dope-fuelled trek west,

years ahead of the crowd: magic stories shining like jewels in a

compost of sickness and squalor.

Back in London, Dixon lived in an old ambulance, and listened to

John Coltrane until his money ran out. '7 was wrecked. Gone.

Derelict:'

"A friend pulled out an ad in the Evening Standard: Emigrate to

South Africa. Christmas Eve I go to the office to apply, and New
Year's Dax I'm there."

K
A crow in tlie crow's nest

"Arriving in South Africa ... it's like being in Britain with a PhD and

a thousatul pounds a moitth — justfor being white!"

"I go to Jo'burg, because it's inland. I like inland. Got a job

straightaway: design engineer with Leyland. Then moved into

advertising. Maintaining an artist's attitude."

Johannesburg gave way to Cape Town; advertising gave way to

music. Dixon the autodidact, who a few years previously had

arranged for a librarian to mail him books at regular intervals during

an eight month sojourn as a labourer in the Australian desert, now

explored minimalist music. It was fertile ground for his creative

avidity.

David Toop wrote in his recent book. Ocean ofSound: "In the latter

half of the 1960s, reciprocal motion agitated and enlivened music.

Miles Davis. Sly Stone. Santana, Cream. La Monte Young. Jimmy

Hendri.x and Terry Riley all indulged in marathon trance grooves,

rippling with strange currents, often stretching beyond the limits of



endurance into boredom, hut hunting

ecstatic release through repetition."

In the Cape. Gerry Dixon began creating

sound composites which he described as "a

cross between the quality of Bushman drones

and Zen Buddhist chants ...". it was a short

step to giving weekly "concerts" of single

sine-wave music on his frequency generator

And it was during this time, when his mind

was focused on the transformative power of

music, that he had his synaptic encounter

with the mind of Joseph Beuys. "His Fat

Chair.' It altered my mind! Artist of the

century!"

Today— one monster Cape Town night-

club, one move to Zimbabwe, and one

nervous breakdown later— Dixon's regard

for the shaman of post-war Germany

remains undimmed.

Beuys himself was uneasy about the

shamanistic pigeon-hole to which he was

often assigned, and once said. "/ accept it

onh in the sense that I don 't use shamanism

to refer to death, but vice versa — through

shamanism I refer to the fatal character of

the times we live in. But at the same time I

also point out that the fatal character of the

pre.senl can be overcome in the future. The

future, to my way of thinking, is the

dimension that contains the point where

everything begins."

Gerry Dixon is no stranger to "the fatal

character of the times we live in": his

familiarity began in childhood and never

looked back. Nor is he out of tune with

Beuys" ontology ...

Beuys: "...there are no such things as

unshakeable principles, eveiything is alive

and in flu.x. ... the only unshakeable

principle I can think of would he .something

that is flexible to the nth degree, something

that is continually chatiging."

Dixon; "l^ayhe ... I go with the 'maybe's ...

I don 't let doubts get in the way!'

What has all of this got to do with art? Not

a lot. according to Beuys. who once claimed

that; "/ really don 't have anything to do with

art — and that is the only way to really

contribute anything to art. I've always

wanted to get away from this conception of

the artist — one who makes drawings just to

he making drawings — because I don 't want

to be that."

But the impulse is there, and one can

imagine Dixon nodding his head in

agreement as Beuys continues: ""... it's an

impulse that is no different from human

impulses in general. How does someone get

interested in agriculture'.' I .suppose certain

experiences are important, as in any other

field. In the creative field, though, what you

always .seem to find is some sort of intention

that reaches outfor some basic problem in

human life, which then becomes afield of

activity. With me, it 's that certain questions

— about life, about art, about science —
interest me, and Ifeel I can go farthest

toward answering them by trying to develop

a language on paper a language to

stimulate more searching discussion —
more than just what our present civilization

represents in terms of .scientific method,

artistic method, or thought in general. I tty

to go beyond these things ..."

How unhealthy can you get?

In the dusty yard beside his window-less

house. Gerry Dixon lugs over The Marine

from Marondera. a wooden figure shaped

like an inverted tear-drop, and slots it,

spike-down, into the tree slice which forms

its base. The Marine looks as if he would

be happier driven straight into the hard

brown earth, the more to regain his roots

and exaggerate his already phenomenal

unlikeliness, but portability is the

watchword, two days before he and his

fellows are relocated to Gallery Delta for an

exhibition.

Dixon's house isn't actually window-less,

merely glass-less. "All my work is for

money!' he remarks, walking through—
literally through — the French windows,

but the tone is less than convincing. Do I

realise, he asks, how much the American

people will spend on medical aid this year,

and goes on to give the answer without

waiting for a reply. He speaks in capital

letters. THRFF POINT FIVE: TRILLION

U.S DOLLARS. This, I'm told, shakes

down to the equivalent of ten thousand

(top) Gerry Dixon, The Marine from

Marondera, 1996, 106 x 40 x 46cm,

wood

(above) Gerry Dixon, Hot Seat, 1996,

42 X 108 X 42cm, wood

(left) Gerry Dixon, Ends Meet, 1996,

138 X 104 X 34cm, wood

(opposite) Gerry Dixon, Timeless,

1996, 179 x 62 X 34cm, wood



Zimbabwe dollars a month for every man, woman and child in the

United States. "How unhealthy can you gel?"

It's hard to regain a quotidian focus in the face of such astronomic

arithmetic, and under the arch-browed, cryptic gaze of The Marine

from Marondera. Who needs windows in this weather, anyway?

There's a raised stone platform on the land behind Dixon's house,

nestling inside a cluster of granite boulders like a meditation zone.

He slept there for several weeks while building the core of his new

home (who needs walls, either, for that matter?). Lying beneath the

stars, his mind was probably snagged more than once by the

intrusive knowledge of what else was kicking around up there in the

stratosphere. Dixon doesn't — doesn't dare, probably — spin off

the annual costs of space exploration, but the very thought of zillions

being spent on a "fruitless search for the meaning of life" is a

particularly chilling one to him. Not for the first time, his sculptural

ire and irony turns on NASA.

A previous response to the mis-spent zillions, exhibited last year,

was burdened down with the cumbersome title of One for NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration — where the earth

is seen as a space station) STOP! (For 100 years). Ends Meet hits

its target with a deal more elegance. Through an abstracted, arced,

priapic rocket, an angled wooden spike is driven sideways. The fit is

cabinet-maker-perfect; the tension between the crystal-sharp spike

and the fat, lazy, plum-coloured projectile with its cocky little NASA
logo, lingers like one of Dixon's amplified sine-waves.

Will it slice even one day off the duration of the space race? It

doesn't matter. This is not agit-prop, not adolescent defiance, not the

work of an inky-fingered ban-the-bomb artist. This is irony meeting

its ironist: once the spike is put in place, the sculpture's work is

done.

By chance, Dixon lets slip during the exhibition that, yes, after all,

he probably has done his bit in terms of pointing up the more

excessive follies of the post-industrial world; that maybe it's time to

move on. But ... but he's an artist, not a strategist, and it would be a

foolish punter who'd bet a cent on a Dixon 'maybe'.

NASA and Medicare aside, his canon remains a refuge for

serendipity: wood and stone talk to him still, as they ever did. This

conversation with his materials both reflects and determines the

geography of his life. Even when the windows are glazed, the inside

of Dixon's house will never be far from the outside; and even when

the sky is out of sight, as he sets another pot of coffee on the kitchen

stove, the tree from which the counter is hewn continues to breathe

life.

In the past, his material has spoken to him in the tongues of monsters

and wild beasts. Lions have emerged from his suburban

undergrowth; leopards have grown out of tree-stumps; elephants,

even, have visited him and declared, "You're doing fine!"

Either the muse of the ark has left him, or the imperatives of home-

making are exerting an uncharacteristic sway; for this latest

exhibition he has conjured up two remarkable pieces of sculpted

furniture.

Hot Seat is chance at its best. One can imagine the artist squatting

down on this random log during a break from labouring in his yard.

Something disturbs his rest— an idea? a bird's .song? a chord

breaking from the loudspeaker?— and the moment has to be

immortalised: a saddle is seared into the timber where his bum sat,

and twin markers score the position of his legs.

A more elegant and resolved tree-transformation is the lofty scarlet-

timbered throne. Timeless. The dominant colour itself is unnaturally

Dixon-brash, but is redeemed by the delicate threads of yellow

bleeding down the natural cracks in the wood. And any thoughts



that even this specimen is a trifle echt-

iitilitarian for the outer from Southall. are

tlismissed by the whimsy of a giant finger

shding up the side of the chair-back.

And for those with money to bum. there was

Para Noire, a thatch-haired scarecrow-

standing sentinel in the gallery garden on

opening night. As dusk fell on the

ceremony. Dixon torched the scarecrow's

hair and art combined with drama. Half an

hour later, when the guests had turned their

attention away from the mask-face, now

sporting a halo of black, feathery curls,

drama gave way to magic as the face

spontaneously ignited and threw flames out

of its mouth and eye-holes. What was that

about "All my uork is for money"?

Two last words on the excessive follies of

the post-industrial world: Fish Report.

Exiled to the garden, in all its pink and silver

grotesquery. this work wasn't allowed to

sully the gracious interior of Gallery Delta,

and even some of the artist's most ardent

fans gave it a brisk and derisive thumbs

down.

Dixon's response, for all that he affects to

care little what people think of him. or his

art. was almost visibly pained. "Bui it's a

fish." he explained, bewildered that any

explanation might be necessary, "and it's

choking. On pollution ..."

How unhealthy can we get?

Gerry Dixon, Message from Jupiter,

1996, 70 X 43 X 18cm, wood



Artist's notes iinivcisity tor one, and certain systems.

Part one: It was a cold wet hot dry summer

winter's day when Murray came to interview

me. It was with some interest that I read his

article concerning me: artist. Murray being

well-versed in modern trends seemed the

ideal writer. Maybe I am too before and after

for even such a bright mind so Tm down to

writing a bit on myself to compliment

Murray's article. Follows my pea-ramble:

From his conveyed vision I feel like a 'done

the drug scene". Right? Wrong! And lots of

70s idiom thought leaves me feeling like a

southern African version of David Toop (I

couldn't think of anything worse— right

now that is). David Toop is Britain's

esteeming self interest still making up its

own version — like knighting Cliff Richard

and not mentioning Cyril Davies. Boring, oh

so boring. I left and left again to escape this

snippy collage London media invents of its

firsts with fir.sts. Nevertheless it's that which

only puts its money into these interpretations

and they probably will look a bunch of

tosspots forever as the 20th century thins into

the soup.

In standing against the blistering insistent

wind of the past and never indulging in

paddling the river to make it run where it will

surely run, I feel my sinews twang in

complaint. I will not give approval to the

hypocritical fay blindness of the 'I want to be

in the middlest of shampoo ads'.

Rattling on is the boniest position left for

such a spit on two wheels. It's a small fact of

human reality that if you seek you will find

BUT the information overload of the sinking

century leaves floundering cripples, haddock

to haddock, many having lost the sole that

seeks.

As for art — this is art. It's allowing

thought waves a wig stretch at a canter

Doesn't do any harm and a bit like curing

biltong or smoking kippers.

Part 2. Sweetness

Nevertheless it was deemed domed and

dahlias get greenfly so not to worry, god is

definitely round the next bend. TV was good

at getting the world channelled though highly

focused on the benefits of having FREE
CHOICE IN A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY.
Which briefly means: If you buy one of the

more than 5000 varieties of shampoo now

available we will use a small portion of that

money to sponsor the next show dedicated to

convincing you that our interests are more in

your interest than the likes of nasty

unscrupulous despots like Gerry Dixon.

"Who the hell does he think he is anyway!"

Certainly not that person!

Rare chances at literary exposure give my
persona its quick burst of buck up ammo to

de-tensify its disposition. This is only the

second fime in 40 years past that a possible

risk of exposure has been offered. So I vent

on. In-vent-on. Invention. Intervention —
in lemmingsville. Unbeknown to all is the

fact that I, what is called, *love* life and all

that fills it. Though not that which seeks to

depopulate it or pigeon-hole it, like

Part 3. Suggestions as to good manners and

a prayer that the padlock controllers are

quicker to see they're locked in an air-tight

compartment with slowly rising poisonous

substances and slowly reducing life support

items like fresh air and water. Dredging

companies working the estuaries of Europe's

largest rivers are faced with the astronomical

problem of what to do with the mud dredged

up. It is so toxic it has to be disposed of

same as radio active waste. And the.se

waters are running continuously into our

oceans.

So, as we here in Africa have been labelled

3rd World (as in 3rd class), we could if we

were nimble over the next 20 - 50 years alter

the concept to World MKIII version, by not

following the filthy tracks of the World

MKI. As the obsession locally is following

the filthy tracks in as apparent an orderly

fashion as possible we may not lead the

world in any way. But thankfully we are

able to BE with some sweetness in this de-

tensified part of the human jungle.

Question: Why is it a person like me. who is

busting with go and viable life support

economic ideas, why am I never given

access to finance (or even a telephone)?

Answer: I don't know the right people. I

wasn't bom to the right family. I am honest

and speak my mind.

Whatever; it's tedious. So kids. It's not

what you know. It's who you know. And

just about all the world's problems come

under one concept: Culture's coming to

terms with MODERN. Over & out.

Gerry Dixon

October 96



Most of us assume that

people in a society share

a similar conception of

reality. Art, however, can

reveal just how different

individual understanding

of experience is.

Ishmael
Wilfred:
Painting
thie spirits
Ishmael Wilfred,

Man and the Cannibal,

1996, 80 X 59cm,

PVA on paper

On casual acquaintance, Ishmael Wilfred is a

young Zimbabwean who is 27 years old,

living and working in Harare with his wife

and one year old baby. The son of

Malawian parents, his father, a cook on the

Watson's farm in Banket. Wilfred grew up in

a common Zimbabwean situation and went

to the local school. The farmer's wife did

painting and decorated bowls and table mats,

and there were paintings on the walls of the

farmhouse. Young Wilfred became

interested in drawing and began to copy

pictures and advertisements from magazines

and newspapers. Mrs Watson encouraged

this, giving him paper, pencils and paints.

On leaving school after passing "O' level.

Wilfred decided that he wanted to be an

artist. However his father strongly

disapproved as he thought that a man could

not earn a living as a painter. He persuaded

Wilfred to work as a builder's mate on the

farm, mixing cement and carrying bricks.

Not willing to give in so easily. Wilfred

searched through the telephone directory and

began writing letters to various galleries in

Harare. A few replies came back, all

negative. At last an answer came from the

National Gallery saying that they had an art

school and that Wilfred could enrole. So in

1989. he began painting, drawing and

printiTiaking at the BAT Workshop under the

tutelage of Martin van der Spuy. Kate Raath.

Paul Wado and Phibion Kangai. He

completed three years, doing mostly figure

studies, landscapes and street scenes. After

leaving the BAT. Wilfred got a job doing

sign-writing for a store in Harare but with

the onset of ESAP. jobs were cut and he

found liiiuscif without work.

Wilfred had all the while continued his own

painting and printiiuiking. exhibiting at

Gallery Delta on the annual .Students' and

Young Artists' show each year and

sometimes having work accepted for Delta's

yearly graphics exhibition. He was one of a

group of young painters who were working

consistently but who had not yet found their

own individual voices. It was tough going

and .sales were few. To add to his difficulties

during this time, a cancerous tumour began

to grow in his jaw and he had to undergo

several operations. The harshness of life

sent him searching for reasons and he found

himself turning to African spiritual

explanations in which he could believe.

In 199.'i Ishmael Wilfred brought some

paintings, mostly rural scenes and cityscapes

but including two very small monoprints, to

show Derek Huggins at Gallery Delta.

Despite their size, the two monoprints were

strong, different from any of his previous

work in content. On questioning the artist

about them, a deep belief in the spirit world

of African culture was uncovered. Knowing

Wilfred's ability with paint and brush. Derek

Huggins suggested that he should explore

these beliefs but in paint rather than print

and using a larger format. This was a

turning point for Wilfred who had been

reticent about expressing such private

subject matter except in very small format.

The works began to pour out of him

developing in content and execution and

resulting in the 20 paintings .selected for a

recent three-person exhibition entitled Man.

Myth and Movement at Gallery Delta.

In order to iniderstand the ideas expressed in

Wilfred's work we need to go back to a point

of crisis in his life. "/ Inul a diviim. Il uyi.v

sdiiirlhint; llnil I could iiol iiiulcistiiiul.

Then' is a person, sleepinii. Jreamini; all

these things around him, had spirits around

him. somethinfi that is ^oini; to happen. We



don 'I have the magic to sec what is really

happening. In the dream, a tooth came out

and there was a white thing growing inside.

A dream that something was going to

happen to me. I dreamed people came to me
and I had to eat rotten flesh. In the morning

I was not hungry. / was 25. I started getting

sick."

Frightened and bewildered, it was only later

that he realised that the nightmare was a

portent of the tumour which began to form

in his jaw. At first the tumour was not

painful but "it would breed at night",

steadily increasing in size. Eventually

Wilfred went to the local clinic from where

he was referred to Parirenyatwa Hospital in

Harare. A doctor, without explaining that it

was cancer, told him he should have the

growth cut out. The operations that

followed removed the lower jaw and cut into

Wilfred's lip making talking and eating

extremely difficult. Each time, the doctors

told him the growth was completely

removed, but it would grow again and he

would have to return to hospital. The inner

turmoil in which Wilfred found himself

forced him to question life and fate; why

such a thing should happen. He turned to his

grandparents and to books on African culture

and there he found many explanations for

the course of his life. At last, just prior to

his fourth operation, Wilfred consulted a

witchdoctor who gave him some medicine to

protect him from witches. He has been in

remission since that operation.

Ishmael Wilfred is an artist who lives in a

world profoundly affected by spirits, where

the envy and hatred people feel for one

another take on living forms with dire

consequences in day-to-day reality. Evil

spirits (witches) work on people, causing

them harm, sickness and sometimes death.

The power of these spirits is great. Their

witchcraft works in strange and non-

understandable ways but it is effective— as

Wilfred says "it works like remote control".

Through his paintings. Wilfred has found a

channel for expressing these manifestations

of evil and the ways they work. It is not a

defined world but one in which spirits

become visible through animal or human

form; a world in which energies,

phenomena, incarnations and auras occur

The colours used evoke an African spirit

world, bright and strong yet ambiguous,

flesh and yet not-flesh, creating a powerful

impression of a personal view of reality.

The paintings are dominated by reds

(danger, blood, raw flesh), blacks (darkness,

evil, the unknown, the feared, the night),

greens and yellows (auras, lights, rotting

flesh, the unnatural); some forms waver and

meld, others aggressively attack, loom or

threaten; the areas or lines of distinction

between one form or image and another

suggest possession, unnatural proximities

and uncertain boundaries.

Sitting on Doctored Corpses is a small

predominantly green painting in which a

hunched figure, intent on its business, glares

round, with burning red holes for eyes, at the

viewer. The work depicts an evil spirit come

to claim a body from its grave. Wilfred

explains that when a person dies by

witchcraft, the people responsible for the

death come back to dig the body out for use.

But if the family have put some medicine

from a witchdoctor on the body to keep it

safe, the killer sticks to the body in the grave

and cannot move. Then the family can see

that these are the people who killed their

relative.

At the Mountainside and Man and Cannibal

reveal another aspect of the African spirit

world. Cannibals are the embodiment of

evil. They wait in remote places for people

to devour, often women looking for wood or

small children hunting. If cannibals chase

and grab a child, they take it to their hut and

keep it quiet with medicine (so that the child

does not cry or feel hungry) for several days

before they eat it. Cannibals live

everywhere, in the countryside and in town.

"Cannibals are evil spirits who take a

human body and do evil. They have no

mercy. You can justfeel that this person is

strange, has got something. You can see in

the way they talk, the way they look. When

you are asleep they come. Red means

something dangerous. The eyes of those

people, you cannot look at them. He is sort

ofan animal, sort ofa person, you cannot

understand how"

Two paintings. Rising Spirits and Ghost

Appears show dead people coming back to

life in the form of spirits. In African belief,

all dead people can return as spirits. They

can help and protect their families. "Some

spirits can lead you to a better life." But

more often the spirit returns to haunt a

family member who has not done his or her

duty, or who is not living a good life. "The

evil spirits were evil before they died and

they come back to frighten people who did

hann to them during life, or their children or

grandchildren." People go to the grave and

pray, make offerings and live well in order to

keep their ancestors' spirits content. Ghost

Appears shows "a spirit ofa father or

mother who is angiy that the child didn 7 do

well .m it comes back to frighten people to

do what they ought to do. The cross is just

the sign of the graveyard. I am a Christian

but the spirits come and go and do what they

want anyway. Ifyou have an evil spirit, the

ghost can hurt you. Ifyou have no evil spirit

in you then the ghost will just pass through.

The ghost can beat you up ifyou are evil. If

you pass through a graveyard at night you

can see a light coming out."

Hammerkop Bird is a "bird that can see the

future, how a person 'sfuture is going to be.

The figure is a skeleton. If the hammerkop

sees a person alive who is going to die soon,

it will go to the home of that person and it

will whistle three times and they know they

will die soon. To Africans, a hammerkop is

not good. Like a vulture. In African beliefs,

ifyou see a vulture something bad will

happen. I have only seen a hammerkop in

pictures. Ifyou see one something will

happen in yourfamily, in African families.

The witchdoctor will use a hammerkop to

see people 'sfuture''

In his painting The Love Snake, Wilfred

describes his vision of one of the common
charms used in African society.

Witchdoctors have many charms and

medicines that can help a person with

everyday problems in their social lives,

careers, family situations and their health.

These are similar to the number 13, the four-

leaved clover or rabbit's foot, herbal drinks

— the lucky or unlucky charms of European

myth. "Even at work people use charms. If

someone wants to take someone's job then

they use charms and the person can vanish

or be sick. This happens." The love snake

is a particularly potent charm used by

women to entice men. "Evety man who

passes cannot go without talking to her. No
matter how old or ugly the woman is, the

men will go with her. even young men. The

prostitutes use a love snake to get rich. It

happens." A visit to Mbare market where,

amongst the mundane vegetables, tobacco,

clothes and tools, stallholders offer herbs,

necklaces of bones, skins, skulls and other

parts of various animals, and other

medicines, confirms the commonplace use

of these charms.

Head on Landscape is Wilfred's impression

of the scene after a witchcraft killing.

"When a person gets killed by evil spirits he

gets his head cut off'and it is just left on the

landscape. The body has been carried away

to be used." On being asked whether the

pale yellowish head is that of a European.

Wilfred says it is not. It is an African head.

The colour has been used to create the

atmosphere rather than approximate reality.

Europeans are outside this realm. Like most

religious beliefs, this interpretation of reality

is only visible to those whose awareness is

awakened. And apropos this painting, a

newsclip in today's Heredd tells how a man,

arrested in possession of a human head, led

police to several 'graves' containing

dismembered parts of bodies.

A notable feature of most of Wilfred's work

is the absence of violence. It is not the

violent act but rather the fear surrounding

the object or event that .spills into the

painting. For this reason some works might

seem unusual but pleasant to a viewer who

does not encompass the artist's vision of

reality. Riding is one such painting showing

two human figures on what appears to be a

bicycle travelling through a bright yellow

background. "Two spirits are riding, you

may see them as if they are riding on a

bicycle but they are not on a bicycle, you q
don 'l know what you see. These are evil



spirits riding ihruugli the night. Old people.

This happens. People can ride. We don 7

have'the magic to see what is really

happening. You see things and it makes you

feel it is evil but you don 't understand. It is

evil spirits around. It is hatred around

people."

A series of paintings depicts the various

animals used by witches to carry out their

evil work. The Hyena is one animal often

used in witchcraft. "In African belief, ifyou

see a hyena, you run awayfrom the place.

You don 7 see hyena often. They use the

hyena to ride on. They become one when

they ride together They ride on you too but

you are not sure, you think you may be

dreaming, but he has come to you in the

form ofa spirit. When you wake up you feel

something has happened." The figure

behind the red hyena is "the spirit, the owner

of the hyena." Red has been used to indicate

danger, the unusual, a creature to be feared.

This colour is used again in The Red Horse:

Here the animal is trapped, it has been

caught by witchcraft. "They have caught it

so they can ride on it, it is a horse but not a

horse. In African culture when you see

something you have not seen before, a red

horse, then you htow it is something

strange, sotne witchcraft is happening."

In Black Head. Red Horse again we are

shown the witch, the owner, the evil spirit

ihat looks like a person, and the horse. The

background is the land. The horse is flying.

The circles around the head and horse

indicate magic objects tied on.

Ishmael Wilfred, The Hammerkop, 1996, 28 x 32cm, PVA on paper

In The Battle with its frenetic swirls of reds

and dark blues. Wilfred paints his

impression of evil spirits fighting each other

"People trying to get their rights, people

fighting, to be a leader, they just fight even

tlunigh it is something you cannot fightfor

You see people of the same religion fighting.

Instead of talking together they are fighting.

Evil fighting evil. They are even animals,

birds, just fighting." It is a world beyond

control, one which a person must accept and

try to avoid if possible.

About Selfportrail after Operation Wilfred

says: "The operations were very painful. I

lost a lot of blood. I had gone through hard

times. After the fourth operation, I had

consulted the witchdoctor who said this time

I will be okay. He told me a witch had made

me eat .something to make it carry on

growing. He said that if a persim is sick the

enemies come and bring something evil and

the person will always get sick again. The

witchdoctor gave me some medicine to keep

the evil away. Because ofmy dreams it may
he someone doing some evil to me.

Witchdoctors can help you fight the evil

spirits or they can give you evil spirits.

Western medicine is practical. If there is no

African disease, no witchcraft, then the

1 Q Western medicine can help ytnt. Sometimes

a sickness is just sickness and then Western

Ishmael Wilfred, The Love Snake, 1996, 28 x 32cm, PVA on paper



Ishmael Wilfred, Black Head, Red Horse, 1996,

58 X 38cm, PVA on paper

Ishmael Wilfred, The Battle, 1996, 63 x 45cm, PVA on paper

medicine can heal you. If there is witchcraft

then only a witchdoctor can cure you, if

their medicines are strong enough. If I see

something happening that I don V

understand then I go and tell a witchdoctor

and they advise me what to do. Cancer has

changed my life. People don 't recognise me
now. They ask why I have changed and I

say it is just part of life."

Through his paintings, Wilfred wants

"people to understand that this is really

happening to African people. I grew up in a

Christian family who explained evil as

caused by Satan. I didn 't really believe that.

When I started to have problems I asked my
grandparents and they explained about

witchcraft. My beliefs are Shona because I

have grown up here. But the belief in the

evil spirits and witchcraft is in every African

culture. Witchcraft is witchcraft, it doesn 't

matter if it is Malawian or Shona.

Witchcraft works, it doesn 't matter what

tribe you are. Ifsomeone wants to make me
sick he takes magic and he knows this road

that I use everyday. He talks to the

medicine and says if that one passes let him

be affected. Other people can pass and

nothing happens to them. But if the chosen

one passes the witchcraft will work on him.

I don 't know how it works but it works."

Wilfred refers to books on African culture

"because then I can read what has really

happened to other people but seeing is

believing. I have seen some very strange

things. One night, after midnight. I woke up

and I heard someone sweeping. I looked out

the window and in the neighbour's garden

there was an old woman in a black gown.

She was sweeping. She wasn 't moving, just

sweeping ancfsweeping. And I looked

closely to see if I was dreaming or if it was

real, and definitely I was not dreaming. It

really happened. It is part of witchcraft.

The next morning my mother told me that

there had been afiineral down the road. So

something was happening, even ifpeople

don 't believe. That woman is still there.

When I see her I am afraid, just the way she

looks at me. You never know who hates you.

It is very strong. A lot ofpeople hate. There

is no reason. Sometimes you have to leave

because you know some evil thing will be

coming. Sometimes something pushes you to

do something that you shouldn 't do. Ifyou

get in fights, get hurt, it is evil spirits

pushing you. God can help. Ifyou listen to

others and you go to church you can avoid

trouble. In African culture, ifyou don 't

listen to the elders you get into trouble. The

elders have got a lot of experience and they

are trying to help you. Even the bible says

listen to your elders and your days will be

long. Ifyou don 't listen your days will be

cut short."

Ishmael Wilfred uses PVA on paper. He

works quickly and after some hours he

comes back to it. Oil takes too long to dry

and the mixing of wet PVA gives the effects

he seeks. He does a small sketch sometimes

but often he says he sees "an image in the

environment, floorboards, the clouds.

Wherever I step I see images for art. I walk

art, talk art. eat art and live art."

"Somebody asked me: If I buy the painting

is the painting going to affect me? My
paintings cannot harm you. It is only the

artist's impression. My work is a way of

expressing my feelings and beliefs about

life."

"Paintings are an expression of myself.

Paintings are an explanation ofmy life.

Perhaps in the future I will make paintings

on other subjects. Now Ifeel I must paint

this. People paint in different ways and

everybody has got his or her own feeling on

what he or she is doing in the painting. A
person may be painting his experience, or

the community in which he lives. Some

people paint their surroundings and some

people paint what 's happening. I paint

because I want to pass a message on to

people about something that they don 't know.

So that they get to know what is happening

in the world. These paintings are a warning

about the evil spirits. That they are really

there and thev really work"
11



During his recent retrospective

exhibition at Gallery Delta,

llo Battigelli spoke about his life

and work
llo Battigelli, aged
10, working in his

uncle's studio

(opposite page)

Vecia with her birds

and home, S.

Daniele, Friuli, 1962

BM: llo, tell me about starting photography

when you were 8 years old.

IB: It was not of my own will, to start with,

because my father had a brother who used to

be a photographer He opened up his own
studio in 1910 in Italy. He made also his

own camera. He came for summer to my
town and saw this little chap, very alive, and

said to my father, "Can I get your son, llo,

to come to me. I will send him to school and

then I will teach him photography. He can

be my helper." So my father. I don't know,

he was very happy to get rid of me because 1

was a mischief 1 already had three, four

brothers and sisters, in fact we ended up

with 10 brothers and sisters. So my father

gave "Ye.'i" to my uncle, then 1 travelled by

train one night and 1 got to Santa Margarita

in the afternoon. My uncle called his wife

right away. "Can you go and buy him a new
pair ofshoes. That is the first thing and

next morning you go to school." And then

he started to teach me a few things. First of

all it was cleaning the darkroom, dusting

things and helping him. When he used to go

around to take photographs, I carried the

tripod. The camera was an 8 x 10 with glass

plates and everything was heavy for him —
1 O those days everything was on foot, not

bicycling and cars.

BM: So when did you begin to take

photographs?

IB: I used to go early to the studio to clean

up and one morning somebody came in to

have a passport picture taken and my uncle

was not there. 1 was by myself. I must have

been about 10 or 1 1 or so, and so I said "K-v-

y-yes I'll do it." So, 1 remember the face of

the man laughing and 1 realised he must have

been so surprised at this little fellow, because

I never grew too much, a piccolino. He said,

"Fine." So we went to the studio. It was a

huge place about 10 metres by 15 with glass

on lop and glass on the sides. We didn't

have electricity in the studio but daylight,

and curtains on top that we used to move

according to the place where we wanted the

effect. So that's why we seem to always

have, in those days, the beautiful soft

photographs with a little bit stronger light on

one side or the other. Those were little tricks

in those days. So you need not only know

how to click the camera, you must have

something inside. You are born lo be a poet.

So then I did the photo.

BM: Had you never used a camera before

that?

IB: I used only to look at it. That was the

very first time. Well I was watching very

carefully all he did.

BM: Were you interested in photography

from the very beginning?

IB: No, 1 was not interested. I was

supposed to listen and ask questions. A
little boy. 8. 9 interested in photography?

He wants to play. Heh. heh. heh. And of

course inside myself I also thought if I don't

listen, if I don't obey, he will send me back

to my family. 1 was a little captive in the

palm of his hand you see. Anyhow I'd

passed okay, more or less okay, so to print it

is to see it. So then my uncle was very

happy and he says to me, "Fine I like the

enterprise ofyour own and from tomorrow I

will teach you all the things."

So we started and everytime some studio

photograph was to be done he used to come

to sit in the comer and watch. You know, in

those days, it was a matter of five or six or

seven, eight seconds of exposure and you

used to move the backdrops to make the

picture. We had an album in the studio with

copies of the photographs we used to do.

When a customer came in wc opened the

album and asked, "Which one would you

like lo have'.'" So one morning, this young
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lady came in and she says. "/ want a studio

photograph." And I said, "III I'll do it."

Then she starts laughing and only many

years later I tried to realise how she was so

surprised to see a little chap saying very

proudly, "I'lii going to do it." She must have

been 20, 1 don't know. So then she turned

the pages of the album and, my goodness,

she took up a decollete. In those days there

were a lot of pictures of ladies with naked

shoulders, soft, turning one side. And she

picked one with a very low decollete and a

veil. I looked and I start blushing, before I

even started 1 start blushing! I says to

myself, "How in the hell can I take a picture

of this young lady with naked, naked ...

impossible.'" Well anyhow 1 went to the

darkroom and with trembling hands I loaded

the films, the plates, and then I put her onto

the seat and then, still my trembling hands, I

set the little veil around her shoulders, not

too high, not too low, and I could see her

eyes full of great fun. Anyhow I did the

photograph. She collected. She was most

happy. My uncle was very happy and he

says, "From today you are allowed to take

portraits but be veiy careful when you deal

with ladies!"

During the day we used to do lots of

commercial work. We used to go round,

take pictures of buildings etchetera. He

taught me how to set the camera and how to

move to get the straight line, all the tricks in

photography that you have to do. And we
used to carry, to do landscape, a branch of a

tree with leaves to give a foreground. And

he was so kind, he always taught me as

much as he could. From that time I started

to do other things, weddings etchetera. I

used to go to the garden to photograph the

children. By then I loved it and my uncle

used to push me. Any magazines, he used to

show to me pictures, what is good, what is

bad, you know. I remember all the things he

taught me, like a father to a boy.

Then of course, after the war of Abyssinia,

Italy was flooded with taxes and there was a

moment of crisis. So my uncle had to close

the studio. He sold the studio to somebody

else because he couldn't make it and I went

to iTiy native town again. I was then about

15, 16. This man opened a studio but he had

to report to the army, they call you. So he

spotted me and he asked, and officially I

opened the studio on his behalf. I used to do

all the work. This photograph (Vecia with

her birds and home) is my town. You can

read, you can play music, you can play

violin, or the piano, you can tell stories. And
that is my life, every stone. This doesn't

exist anymore, the earthquake destroyed

everything. Unfortunately beauty has

always been connected with poverty.

Because, often people, they have nothing

more than to be able to make the best of the

little things that they have, the simple things.

So there is so much of life, to put into life,

I

4 love.

Then my father went to Eritrea, to Africa,

and he called us to join him. So with my
mother and my brothers we went to Africa.

It was very tough in Eritrea but I found work

with a firm that hud connections with the

newspaper and started to be trained in taking

pictures for publicity and sport and news. 1

enjoyed it very much and whatever it was I

did my best and I learned because I wanted

to learn.

Then of course I used to do freelance also

for the newspaper with a bicycle and a

camera. You have to carry two lights and a

stand and 20 metres of wire and go to the

party and hold the lights and take pictures.

When 1 think of those days you know it's

amazing, how I did it. I had so much

enthusiasm. Imagine, on a bicycle, the

camera, a stand, two lights, the wire and a

tripod! We were in Asmara, a big city.

Whenever they had functions we went. I

remember a day I went to a wedding and I

went to the wrong church. I waited for the

bride and groom. We had the monks there

and they were all my friends, so they phoned

to the other cathedral and the wedding was

there so I got on the bicycle, with my lights,

my tripod, my stuff and when I got to the

other cathedral they were already coming

down the steps! So what to do? So I said,

"Fermi, fermi momento!" I called the monk
in the church and I said, "What if I do so and

so and so? We got to take at least one

picture while you give communion." He was

very amused so he called everybody back to

the church. He put on the paramenti of the

priest. He called them to the altar and I took

a picture while they were having

communion. Heh heh heh. Everybody was

happy. Those things I used to do and they

obliged. Set the lights in the church with the

family waiting outside etchetera. And then I

laugh because whenever you go, you as

photographer, you can move everywhere.

They don't say don't move. You move

because you're looking for a spot. So I used

to observe what they do, what they did, the

furniture, the ambiente. That was very

interesting and I love it.

BM: How do you choose your spot? What

sort of things do you think of?

IB: Well, to be true, having had my uncle so

much teaching me, now to choose the proper

comers, to avoid the wrong backgrounds,

wrong lightings, it comes natural to me. So,

while I was there, the first thing I did, even

while I was thinking, I was already looking

where I could set my people, how I could do

it, how much I had to keep to give exposure,

and those things they come to you, but there

must have been with me a great desire to

learn. You know, because it is within me.

Always if somebody cross the road in ten

seconds, I like to cross the road in five

seconds. That has been always my way.

When you read books etchetera. you read

about people doing great things, and I said,

"/ can do it better than him" Not modest

I'm afraid. If I was modest I wouldn't have

been here now. I would be still serving,

moving things in the studio. So that is it.

And there of course the war came, and it was

not easy. Well in anycase, to be short, when

the war was over we were prisoners

officially. Then the English came and it

doesn't matter where you are, it was very

bad. There was no work. I did all sorts of

things to survive. Then they opened up

digging for oil in Saudi Arabia and they

needed manpower to do it. The Americans

made an agreement with the British and

about 3000 of us, still prisoners, all in one

box, went to Saudi Arabia. We had very

little pay, very cheap money, we lived under

the tents. So that's how I ended up in

Arabia.

BM: And you had your camera with you?

IB: No, I did not have a camera but I had

been hired as a photographer They took

four photographers. They had 3000 and

what they wanted they took and the rest they

sent them back. Like you buy a bag of

potatoes, you take the good potatoes. So we

went there, out of four we remained two of

us. I had all this experience and they put me
into the laboratory and I started work with

four, five cameras, speed graphics and

flashes etchetera, and of course. I knew my
job so they put me in the engineering

department.

And then I had a boss who was American.

One day he came with a special job and tells

me how to do it. And I says, "I'm sorry, it's

not working this way. This is how to do it

because... because... because..." And he

says, '7 am your boss. I tell you how to do

it." I said, "Yes, sir!" So I went to the

darkroom. I did it and it was worse. I did it

worse. And he was very happy. A week

later I was summoned to the head office and

all my 16 x 20 pictures on the table. So, the

director look at me and he says. "Did you

print these'.'" I said. "Yes." He says, "They

are all wrong." I said, "Yes I know!' He

says, "What do you mean you know?" I

says. "Yes I know. It is wrong here, wrong

here and wrong there." He looks at me with

a stone face and says. "Why did you do it?"

"Because my boss, Mr so-and-so, when I

told him that it was wrong to do it this way,

he told me that he was my boss and to do as

he said." So next thing the boss was fired

and I became supervisor. Then I started to

travel. Do you have plenty?

BM Of tape? Yes I have lots.

IB: Good. Heh heh heh. Because I can talk

until 1 2 o' clock tomorrow. So then I

became somebody because before we were

kept down. Anyhow I tried to do tny be.st,

also because I liked it. If the work is to be

done, you check each piece each time and if

there is mistake you do it again. And not to

take an hour if vou can do it in half an hour.



So I think they did appreciate and they

allowed me a few liberties sometimes. But 1

wanted to be able to move from one camp to

another. We had a camp at the beach with

an iron belt around. You couldn't move and

if you move out of it you must have

permission because the Arabs didn't want

any interference in the towns. You were not

allowed to go. So I said, "My goodness. I

want to take pictures." Because I felt it was

the first time it was possible in Arabia so I

must make some photographs. What can

you do? What can you do'

Then one day I said, "Took, I get

perinission" And I went to see the manager,

the president of the company in the other

settlement, and when I got there he wasn't

there. His wife says to me, "He is in a

meeting so why not wait?" When he came

he found me playing with his children on the

floor So I greeted him and I said, "My
goodness, you have rn'o lovely children and

I would like to take some pictures of them."

So he was very happy and he said, "Yes, why

not?" "But," I said, "/ haven 't got the

materials I need'' And he says, "We 'II get it

from Cairo" and a week later the paper

arrived. I did the photographs. He was very

happy. So he gave me official freedom to

do things openly within the camp.

BM: This one, Ilo, was this in the camp in

Arabia?

IB: Yes. I was there for eight years. That is

my studio.

BM: Why the 'Pirate' Ilo?

IB: You know, when I had the place made

into a darkroom. I said. "/ must get a name.

'Ilo Balligelli. photographer' sounds very

big. Or 'Ilo Baltigelli and Son '. like

Antonio and Sons." I says, "I'm not very

big, I've no son." So then we heard of a

story, in the bay near the camp, according to

legend, one of the last pirates came there.

The pirate is a boat with six or ten men that

travel along the coast and when they see a

village they anchor, they go to the village,

they try to steal what they can, they go

away. So I said, "Ha. a pirate" because

even the stories told, all are embellished.

"Lovely" 1 said, "Tomorrow morning I'm

going to be Ilo the Pirate.'"

So I build up the story. I have the flag, the

sign, etcheiera and everything came about.

This caught, it was a curiosity, a fable. If

you are a good clown, they accept you as a

clown. And my photography was good.

Matter of fact, there was an American

Commodore, he called me. So we went

there to his ship and the manager says, "The

Commodore wants you to take a picture."

And I says, "'Why?" "Because back in New
York at the base, he heard several times

from sailors that there was a pirate who

used to take photographs, very beautiful. So

he says I want to meet this pirate and see

whatface he has and I want my picture

taken by him so when I go hack to the base I

can sax Ilo the Pirate look my photograph."

So he invited me to the ship for supper. I

went as usual with my ring, my scarf, my
shiil with all cuts around and the boots. I

went by car to the harbour and there was a

speed boat with a tlag and one lieutenant

waiting for me. He salutes. I stood next to

the flag and we drove to the ship and then up

the ladder and at the top there was the

commander and others waiting, all standing

to attention. Salute! So I'm a bit of an

actor, I cannot help it. I love it. Heh heh

heh heh heh. I love it, I always love it. So

he introduced me to each officer Each one

stood at attention, hand salute. And I

enjoyed it. 1 made it very slow so it lasted as

long as possible. Then he took me around to

show me all the boat, the engines etcheiera

and we went down to the quarters for

supper. ."Xnd then I said, "/

would like to take a

photograph." I took my camera

because if you tell stories but

don't take the picture, people te

you you say balony. So I always

took my camera to prove. And

then after supper, we go back to the \

tent and I said, "One hour ago I

shake hands with the officers and iun\

I'm back to my little tent."

BM: What is this one. Ilo?

IB: That is inside my studio. That was

the flag, that was the sign, all the picture:

on the door, the same as now.

BM: And did you write this: "A robber

perhaps. A beggar? neverV

IB: Yes, that was my motto. Because there

we were second-class people. Because we

lost the war we were treated, "You shut up!

You lost the war." And I said, "Not me. I

never lost the war." So I invented few

slogans. I never did beg in my life.

BM: And. "Photography is like

poeliy. but poets we must also

be." Did you also write that?

IB: Yes. You know you have

plenty of time to dream. Eight

years to dream, in the desert, with

nothing and the mind: doo doo da

doo da doo. Everybody has only

one life to live and I lived under a

blinking tent.

So then I want to take pictures of

Arabia. How to go to the villages?

How to be allowed to travel without

being stopped? Then I thought. "Why

not go to the emir?" So I went to the

emir. I greeted him, a little bit in Arabic, a

little bit in Italian, so they think I'm

bilingual you know, heh heh. And then I

said, "/ know you have children." "Yes''

"Oh I would like to photograph them." So I

(above) Outside his studio, Saudi

Arabia

(below) Inside his studio, Saudi i c
Arabia



(above) Mother and Child in Saudi Desert, 1947

(top right) A Camel Trio, 1948

(middle right) Drying Fish in the Sun, Bosphorus, Turkey, 1954

(bottom right) Pearl Diver, Persian Gulf, 1950
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photographed the children and I gave him the

pictures. So slowly, slowly we becaine

friends. We used to hold hands together and

have tea together. Then I said, '7 know it is

not easy but is there some way I could move

sometime to lake photographs?" So he told

me to meet such-and-such a man and I

started to move around because I had the

silent 'okay' of the emir. A lot of the

pictures 1 could never get to do otheiAvise.

This one we saw the camels from a distance

and we followed and I took about 1 2 photos

across the sand dunes, always the camels.

BM: Ilo, the photo of the mother with the

baby, the eyes, how did you manage to take

that?

IB: In Arabia, already with the blessing of

the emir, we were travelling from A to B in

the desert. There, there are maybe

sometimes one hundred kilometres when

there is not a soul, just sand, then maybe

some few Bedouins, two, three tents, women

around, a water well. We saw this group of

women. Bedouin, with no man. And I asked

the driver to stop. He says, "Don 't be mad."

I says, "I'm not mad. I just i\alk." So 1 start

walking slowly, slowly, slowly, and then all

the women turned to me to see what 1 was

doing. In the meantime I saw this woman

with the child and my heart stopped. I said,

"Look at that." A woman, a child, is

eternally like the Virgin Mary with the child,

like every mother under the sun. It is the

same thing, the same thought, the same love,

the same condition and more because this is

very impossible to photograph, a Bedouin

woman with a child. So I come close, very

close. So I say a few things and then I click

few times and I got a beautiful photo.

In Arabia I fell on the springtime of my

photographic life, because it was forbidden.

Everywhere else you can lake pictures but

not there.

And some American wanted to buy some

Arabian horses and he came and says 1 must

take some pictures. So 1 went with him into

many palaces etchetera. Really otherwise it

was impossible to be a guest of an emir in a

palace then. That is the assistant to the emir

of the place where we went to photograph

the horses, so there we were official guests.

That is the palace where he lives. It was

such a magnificent place, gold, silver. But 1

didn't dare to take a photograph. The emir

was also the Minister of Justice, very fair,

but if things happened, the first thing he did

he pulled out his sword and "tok" and the

head rolled down. That is what we heard.

Whether it is true or not 1 don't know but

that is the story.

Becau.se 1 went to the emir and had tea with

him, I met people from different places and

they would invite me because they knew I

was a friend of the emir. So 1 went to

dilferent towns and saw different people.

Then I was given $10 a day to travel around



and take photographs and I began to save. I

had a friend from Palestine. He was a

refugee who worked with me and next I

said. "/ wani to go to the Holy Land." So

when I arrived in Jerusalem the whole

family of this Palestinian was waiting for

me. They gave me a welcome. They took

me all over the holy places. They told me
all the stories and I took hundreds of photos.

1 met different people. 1 was one day near

the stone, the Holy Sepulchre, and I looked

through and I saw two black eyes. "My
goodness," I says, "What black eyes!" The

friend says, "Come I introduce you." And
she was an Armenian lady who had come

for the festivities and we start talking and

she says she has come from Syria. And I

said, "/ shall come and see you." And to

keep that promise then 1 start travelling and

1 met her When she took me to her house,

she says to me, "Because there are the

family" etchetera, "we introduce you as a

monkfrom the Holy Land" So I got

dresssed up and everything and when 1 got

there, the mother came to open the door and

she addressed me as "Father" and she kissed

my hand, and the girl with laughing eyes

there behind. We went upstairs for sweet

drinks and cakes, etchetera. and they were

asking questions about the Holy Land and I

made a lovely lecture. All the children, 1

blessed them, put my hand, all the ladies

kissed my hand... heh heh heh heh. So the

mother says, "You better take this reverendo.

this Father to the monasteiy on top of the

hill that is veiy famous." So next morning,

there was the girl and the driver and the

chaperone. the brother of the girl. Off we
went, tooo tooo tooo, up to the hill and I

could move around and took lovely pictures.

And in this beautiful place, so romantic. 1

promised the girl, "'/ will marry you." Then

a lot of other things happened, here and

there, and a year later I was in Italy, rny

brother from Genoa phoned me and he says,

"What have you done?" I says, "Nothing."

"There is a man here, sixfeet tall, looking

for you, says you promised to marry his

sister." He says, "l\4y goodness, come!" So I

went straight to Genoa. We went to the

highest, richest hotel in Genoa. There is this

man, six feet tall, with a white coat. He

looks at me, from top to bottom, and he

says, "Are you llo?" I says, "Yes" looking

up. Says. "You promised to marry my
sister." I said. "Yes, I- 1 - 1 will marry her."

Heh heh heh. I says, "/ am going around the

world. When I come back etchetera "
I

said, "I'm going to write to her She has to

bring me children, to work, to stay in the

shop, all these things, to cook etchetera,

etcherera," So eventually I never heard

anymore. Thank goodness.

So all these things they lead you. Whenever

you go. you meet somebody, you go some

place and take some time. There is always a

human touch for everything 1 do and 1

photograph.

BM: llo. are your photos like inemories.

stories for you? '

IB: Well, each one is a story. There is one

taken on the Bosphorus. We took the bus to

go to the ocean. When we got there I saw

beautiful mosques reflected in the water,

beautiful landscapes which if you walk on

the ground you don't see but from the top of

the bus you see. So then 1 saw a sign

""Forbidden to go to the top. Forbidden to

take photographs." So, thank you very

much, that is the place I must go! So with

my camera hidden in my jacket I go. When
I got to the top of the hill the only thing,

looking down, was an iron gate which they

opened to let the ships go through. That was

all. So then I came back without even

taking pictures because it doesn't mean a

thing.

BM: What is it about something that makes

you want to take a photograph?

IB: Something photographically, something

beautiful, composition, novelty, something

that you don't encounter every moment. It

is only by walking around, you see lovely

landscapes, but you have a foreground. On
the trip back from the Bosphorus 1 told the

driver. "You go. I come by myself."

Everybody left. They thought I was crazy.

Maybe I was, and then I start walking back.

By walking back, the things that I have seen,

the photographs 1 took! One of those is the

men mending nets, all the lovely things that

you don't see from the bus. So I arrived in

the evening back in Constantinople. I didn't

take the photo on top of the hill because

there was nothing catching my attention, my
love. When 1 see .something unusual and

beautiful I feel trembling inside and that is ,

one of those things.

The girl with the fish. That was in Turkey,

on the Bosphorus.

BM: 1 notice that a lot of your photos are of

very pretty girls.

IB: Well, beauty is beauty. Beauty is

everywhere. Nature made them like that,

it's not my fault. Heh heh. Ahh! oh yes!

But my goodness, it stank fish so much.

She must have been young. I asked her.

because they were carrying fish. I asked her

to come. 1 put her here, next to the fish and

1 moved the hand here. Then 1 bring the fish

and I put it and click.

BM: So that is one of the few posed

photographs?

IB: Yes. The pearl diver is also composed.

You go out in the boat to watch. The oysters

are in the bottom, where you see the bubbles

coming up. They go down with the net. one,

two, three, they go down for four minutes!

When we reached the shallow water I asked

the man to go on his knees and got this

photograph. It is beautiful, the eyes and the

water.



Panini and Laughter in the Street. Rome 1948 Story of Hands, Albany, Georgia, USA, 1954
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said he was living in Rhodesia. "And who is

the beautiful girl?" "It is my wife.'' "My
goodness, in such a place you met such a

beautiful girl." And we start laughing.

Then he left. Then I said. "Rhodesia.

Rhodesia." .So I wrote to him and six

months later I was here ... to get Africa off

my chest. And after 40 years I'm still here.

Then I was absorbed by the construction of

Kariba Dam. 1 wanted to go there, to eat

with them and talk with them and drink

wine with them and take pictures of them at

work. Those days were different. There is

so much to remember. Kariba was such a

magnificent, immense thing, those days,

something pharaonic. But it has so many

different pictures to be taken. You couldn't

put everything in one photograph. This one

is a worker at Kariba. You see the man.

The light is here on the helmet and the

background was completely black in the

tunnel. I saw him faraway, smoking, and I

was waiting. I saw the face, the pleasure,

the work, the toil, everything, the cigarette

smoke, very gently smoking, holding it

delicately so it lasts more, the fingernails cut

accordingly, the little one is already a bit

longer.

That is also Zimbabwe, with the bambina. a

touch of deeply felt lovely soft humanity.

There you have three generations, and I

caught by chance the happiness with this

little child, the hands very content, the

mother with such a soft smile, the old

grandmama looking. You can write a story,

you can write a life book, you can write so

many things on a photo like that. Plus the

background gives nice feelings, the kitchen,

the life of a woman, a mother, half of it is

spent in the kitchen unless she is an

engineer, but usually.

BM: Is there one of the photos on

exhibition that is your favourite?

IB: Well I like human faces. The human

face is an encyclopedia. It depends on the

person who knows how to read. I like

people. You can learn something from

everyone. You've got to read the body, to

have a face expressing things strongly, a

landscape or other things according to the

composition etchetera. So the one that

really to me is my best photograph is the

one of the old man 105 years old. The old

face of the man with the wrinkles, you can

look at it and you can look at it and you can

look at it again. And every time you see

something different. It is all the humanity

converging into the face of one human. So

depending upon all what your thoughts are,

are in that face. To me that is the best. Here

you can see the Arabs. You see he is smiling

a little.

BM: Who was he, Ilo? Did you know him?

IB: No. I was passing by a mosque one day

and he was seated there, reading the beads,

you know, praying with beads, one two

three. So 1 went to him and 1 said something

then I walk up and down and keep talking

and then I move back and took two shots.

Always a thought behind every photograph.

Particularly 1 like always faces, because the

human face is an open book. It doesn't

matter where you come from, what

language. It has universal language. It is

your face and your eyes. And if you can see

and catch those moments ...

(top) Shaft Construction Worker's

Respite, Kariba, Zimbabwe, 1958

(middle) A Welsh Granny at the

Vumba, Zimbabwe, 1967

(below) 105 Year-Old Arabian

Patriarch, Saudi Arabia, 1947 19



Landscapes of Zimbabwe by

Robert Paul, Victoria Gallery,

Bath, England, September-

November 1996
In eighteenth-century Bath, a town of golden

niasoni^. Georgian crescents and carved

street names. Landscapes of Zimbabwe was

a deeply exotic exhibition title. Not being

very familiar with Robert Paul's work. I was

struck by the ease with which it transferred

to this setting. Its subjects— wild beaches,

African wilderness, Nyanga mists and so on

— are exotic, but they were produced within

the compass of a thoroughly European

aesthetic.

Paul was educated in Bath and well known

to have been a friend of John Piper and Ivon

Hitchens, central figures in a romantically

inflected branch of postwar British

landscape painting. Their impact on Paul

seems to have been at most spasmodic;

Patricia Broderick's memory of his having

been deeply attracted to Bonnard's colour

conveys a more profound sense of

'influence". Bonnard's extraordinary

conjunctions of mauve, brown, blue and

pink are transformed in Paul's paintings into

a means of conveying the physical structure

of landscape, an unchanging substructure

that sustains the accidents of vegetation and

human traces and the evanescent effects of

light. In contrast. Piper's legacy appears in,

for instance, the drawing Cecil House, as a

decorative mode, full of charm and whimsy.

There is very little of the deliberate

construction of 'place'— real or imaginary,

with complex interweavings of past and

present — that is familiar in the work of

Paul's contemporaries like Hitchens and

Sutherland, though there are intense

evocations, particularly in the works on

paper, of atmosphere and weather. It is not

surprising then, that he is most convincing

when the paintings depart from the facts of

the subject, from a relationship, that is, with

topographical exactitude, to recreate passing

glimpses of light, wind and water Two

gouaches titled Qoloia. Transkei. painted a

decade apart, hung side by side, as if to

demonstrate the point. The first, dated 1951,

is an almost hard-edged rendering of sea and

sky, exact but untransformed; the second, a

turbulent mass of rich colour overlaid with

swirls of black is alive with the heat of a sea

wind and the frenzy of whipped waves.

process of drawing where the pen bypassed

the mind in an act of autonomous

imagination. At other times Paul's media

ranged from wax resist to gouache and ink

overlaid with fingerprints, suggesting that he

pushed the paint around like a kind of one-

dimensional sculpture. A delicious late

drawing, Beira, sets out the lineaments of

the town in fine and witty detail, overlaid

with patches of uncharacteristically high,

bright reds and blues, recalling with elegant

economy the sense of release that the

beaches brought to those who came from a

landlocked country. Oil paint, though, or

rather Paul's unusual combination of oil and

egg tempera, was a medium of substance, a

more solemn matter, adopted to convey the

depth, the endurance of landscape, laid on in

heavy blocks of colour that suggest

resistance to change, to human intervention,

even to the vagaries of natural light and

climatic infelicities.

Lack of space at Bath's Victoria Art Gallery

demanded a rigorous selection, so that not

all the available work was on view. A
decision was also taken to reframe many of

the paintings, resulting in an extremely well

selected exhibition, admirably hung to

indicate a coherent development throughout

the artist's career. It was accompanied,

filled out and recorded by a beautifully

produced book*, with numerous black and

white and colour reproductions. It contains

particulariy interesting essays by Paul's

daughter. Colette Wiles, and Patricia

Broderick. who knew him in later life and

provides invaluable insights into his painting

practice. Margaret Garlake

Robert Paul, Beira
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Paul's eclectic use of media and his constant

experimentation are fundamental to any

reading of his work. Ink, sometimes a

medium simply for fast, economical

representation, might become almost

literally a flight of fantasy, as it did in a

gouache drawing of 1979, The Monhlair

(sec Gallery no 1 p6). It shows a rocky

terrain, covered with loose, vibrant areas of

fresh green vegetation, above which a bird

files, followed by a long, trailing black line,

meandering in a jagged, zany fiight path, a

*C. Wiles et al., Robert Paul. Harare, 1996,

ISBN 7974 1614 5.

Editor's note: The book, Robert Paul.

contains essays by Colette Wiles, Brian

Bradshaw, Francois Roux, Patricia

Broderick and Martin van der Spuy, as well

as 92 illustrations of which 28 are in colour.

It will be on sale in Zimbabwe in the near

future.



Balancing Act, paintings by Paul

Wade, Sandro's, October 1996

When Paul Wade first appeared on the local

art scene in 1986 he exhibited textiles which

were unique on the Zimbabwean art

platform at the time. They were soft

sculptures in which the weave, the weft and

warp, in colourful combinations, became

irregular, breaking up the formal rectangle

into sculptural shapes. Materials used

included wool, metal, plastic, paper and tin

foil.

There is a direct link

from those

textiles

backgrounds are formed by spasmodic

spaces which like gigantic musical intervals

provide a kind of counterpoint to the various

themes. And beyond the initial sense of the

pleasure the artist takes in the possibilities of

the paint itself is a underlying

thoughtfulness. Each work has a specific

subject and Wade employs not only line,

colour and image but also a variety of

physical formats to convey his meanings.

His .series of small icons, heavily framed in

gold, can be interpreted as tombs where the

plummeting through realms of painterly

freedom. The broad scratch marks evoke a

tangle of tattered and breaking feathers; a

passionate confusion.

Icon for Rosa Parks celebrates in a warm
and gentle way her strength and beauty of

soul. The curved wooden board on which it

is painted is at once as mundane as a bus

with windows, as simple and homely as a

headboard for a bed, and as sacred and

venerable as a holy shrine. The hidden

strength is portrayed in the underlying

structure of squares, loosely

formed. The

colours.

to the works on show in Balancing Act.

Colour and energy breaking out of the

confines of flat canvas or wood is the overall

impression of this vigorous exhibition. The

artist has taken a path through exploration of

paint, closely harnessed investigation and

the bringing out of the subconscious in

random markings. His search is for natural

signs; it toys with the bizarre and creates

with colourful, gestural indicators, a pulse of

life. The scratch marks and vivid impasto

give Wade's work an almost organic

presence similar to those past weavings with

their knots and bushy tangles. Here the

paint invigorates the pictorial image giving

the spectator an atmospheric vibration. The

iconographic figure disappears leaving only

the aura.

Celestial Equator, the largest canvas on

show, depicts an expansive vibrating line of

energy cutting between a dark and a light.

Orange and purple flashes break out and

leap across this division, an exchange of

atoms. This painting would have a stronger

impact if divided to form a diptych. The six

doors split into four and two would further

evoke a meeting of energies.

The Fall II shows an Icarus figure plunging

downwards through a spin of colour— red

on blue, blue on orange and pink—
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(above) Paul Wade,
Icon for Rosa Parks

(right) Paul Wade, The Fall II

softly applied to melt and blend, emerge

from a dark ground with here and there

scratches through to reveal bright pure

pigment.

In contrast. Icon for Malcolm X is an

aggressive work in cruciform shape,

constructed of hard wood squares set

expressively on edge, pierced and hammered

together with gold painted nails. The

surfaces of these squares are broken,

cracked, scratched. Brushstrokes and lines

wildly score the dark. This is a monument

for a survivor— struggle, violence,

blackness and a victory.

The sixteen painted cubes that make up

Playtime are inspired by a child's coloured

blocks. Paul Wade has crafted an intriguing

work which enables the viewer/owner to

make up his or her own work of art, a

different one each morning. By rearranging

and placing the blocks, an estimated 2.8

million million artworks are possible.

Playtime is the sort of work that should be

permanently available at the National

Gallery to invite active visitor participation.

Also on show were the Butterfly series

which broke the edge of the serious work

and would have been better excluded.

The urgency and drive, the spontaneous,

colourful paint strokes, with which Paul

Wade sets down his intentions immediately

compel us to look, if not listen, to what he is

compressing in his investigation of the

subconscious. Helen Lieros p-i



street Sellers of Zimbabwe Stone
Sculpture: Artists and Entrepre-

neurs by ClJve and Maricarol

Kileff, Gweru: Mambo Press, 1996
(Pp 68 $94.65)

"In the lileniiy world. Shakespeare's Hamlet

has been produced millions of times, yet this

mass production of text has not changed the

essence of the work ... as in literature, the

popularization ofstone sculpture has

allowed novice-collectors and laymen of the

art world to begin an appreciation of

aesthetics."

EzeMatojeni: paintings by the

lateTodd Dube, National Gallery

in Bulawayo, August/September
1996
In memory of Todd Dube, the Bulawayo

artist. Voti Thebe, wrote:

'To(( have painted and adorned

The hills ofMatopos,

Rivers and rivulets.

You have reminded me of the davs

herding myfather's goals.

You have adorned almost all the trees''
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This astonishing piece of intellectual flim-

flam, in the Introduction to Street Sellers of

Zimbabwe Stone Sculpture, is as much as

one needs to know about the theoretical

framework of the book, and the intrusive

hyphen in 'novice-collectors' (people with a

fondness for trainee nuns, perhaps?) is a

foretaste of the typographical salad served

up on nearly every page that follows. Nor

does George Kahari's Foreword inspire

confidence, with its suggestion that Robert

Paul, Helen Lieros and Never Kayowa, far

from being painters, are in fact 'in Song-

writing and Composition ". Shame on you,

George! (And shame on Mambo's editor for

the proliferation of Capital Letters.)

All of which is a pity, because inside this

untidy little book, an important narrative is

struggling to escape.

The protagonists in Street Sellers..., are the

street sellers themselves. Shorn of the

rickety academic scaftblding into which they

have been poked, and given a more rigorous

approach to the economic and social

intricacies of their calling, we could have

had a fascinating account of the country's

bristling informal sector.

Some engaging glimpses, not surprisingly,

do emerge. Costa Gurupira, for instance,

spotting the market for 'peace sign"

pendants, and gearing his production

accordingly; the women who commute to

Cape Town's pavements, trading their

suitcases full of stone for a return flow of

fridges and televisions; Sonny Sameal,

happier carving rhinos than he ever was

working underground in the mines, or

overground as a security guard.

This is the stuff of our national life; why

burden it with a cargo of la/y taxonomy and

even lazier theory?

For those of us suckled on the idea of

deference to scholarship, the dissonance

between the author's credentials and his

production is a real pu//le. In his

Acknowledgements, Dr Cliye Kileff thanks

the University of Tennessee for "granting

me a sabbatical ... to gather information,

coiuluci research, and prepare this

manuscript. " Cynics might say that they

were glad to be rid of hini for a while.

Murray McCartney

This exhibition of over 40 watercolours and

oils, aptly entitled EzeMatojeni, was a

celebration of Todd Dube's life as an artist,

which was brought to an untimely end in a

motorcycle accident in 1995, and also a

celebration of the source of his inspiration

— the landscape of the Matopos.

Born on New Year's day in 1968 in Kezi

District of Matopos, Todd Dube did his

secondary schooling in Bulawayo. Despite

early ambitions to be a doctor and relentless

pressure from family and relatives who felt

that he should carry on with academic

studies to university level, quietly and

resolutely Dube soldiered on in pursuit of

his goal to create a name as a landscape

artist. He enrolled with the Bulawayo

Technical College School of Art and Design

and paid his way through college from the

proceeds of sales of his paintings.

Todd Dube's love of nature's serenity was a

thread running through his entire work,

reinforced more so by images of water, dams

and even puddles. His mind's eye captured

the still waters snaking below the grey

granite outcrops, along unploughed fields,

over the setting sun. You can almost smell

the dust kicked by the mealie-laden donkeys

in the piece. The Burden of the Beasts.

Attachment to community was another side

of Dube's work. He did paintings showing

women collecting water, firewood or

thatching grass, and boys rounding up cattle

home from grazing.

Opening the exhibition, John Nkomo said,

"Every stroke ofpaint was a joyful one ...

We find solace in the paintings around us

which were Todd's vision''

Busani Bafana



Shepherd Mahufe,

Carry Food

Gareth Fletcher,

Folk

Heritage Exhibition, National Gallery,

November-January (Harare), February-

March (Bulawayo) 1996
The Nulional Gallery is once more filled with work

that attempts to represent the outpouring of artistic

effort in Zimbabwe, and this year it is a good show.

The variety of individual approach is more marked

than in recent years with young artists stealing the

thunder. Ishmael

Wilfred has won the

Overall Award for

Distinction in

Painting for Dwaif,

as well as an Award

of Merit for Red

Edible, both vibrant

parts of his

expressionistic

exploration of the

African spirit world

with its witches and

their underlings.

Shepherd Mahufe.

creating, in contrast, a strongly shaped and shadowed

depiction of daily reality, Carry Food, has won the

other Award of Merit for painting. Amongst those

whose work was Highly Commended is Hilary

Kashiri with an energetic and colourful rendering.

Commuter Rank II. It is impressive to see how the.se

three young painters" work has developed in a

relatively short period of time. Their physical

manipulation of the paint and their employment of

colour and form have matured in step with their

growing confidence in their own individual

views of life.

The welcome involvement

of the Dutch in the local

arts scene brings with it

new honours, the Belden

op de Berg Foundation

Awards for Distinction in

painting and sculpture,

which went to Chikonzero

Chazunguza for Becoming

Myself and to Joseph

Muzondo for Wild Horse respectively.

Another work by Chazunguza which

caught my eye was Beijin Blues. Quite how the title

relates I'm not sure but his use of traditional dry grass

brushes to create intriguing and satisfying objects is

an interesting new departure. Gerry Dixon recently

used mutsvairo as part of a dramatic burning

performance piece. Para Noire, and as a new material

it seems to offer multiple and perhaps particularly

African directions.

Lizard by Harry

Mutasa is a

successful

rendition of

reptilian spirit—
the alertness, the

aggressive head,

the rigid toes, the

cold eye. yet that

wide belly

longing to slump

and spread in the

sun. Mutasa is

PjAT



Playground 'sculptures' by

Nichola Henshaw, Crispen

Matekenya, Kate Arnold and
Keston Beaton, Blakiston School,

Harare
Two British and two Zimbabwean artists

have spent eight weeks working in situ at

Blakiston Primary School making a climbing

frame, chairs, benches, stools and other

items for the children's playground. First, in

workshop with the artists, the children

were invited to draw and paint figures from

their own imaginations, their stories and

myths. Using the children's drawings as the

source for designs, the artists then carved

and painted wood, and laid mosaics, creating

an environment of fantastical shapes, vibrant

colours, surprising objects and fun furniture.

The climbing frame is a combination of

poles by all four artists, each adding his or

her own individual style. A multitude of

animals, human beings and other creatures

twine and cavort around the frame inviting

the children to join them in a magical game.

Nichola Henshaw employs a musical theme

to produce a delightful set of child-sized

benches and tables in the form of guitars and

other instruments.

Outstanding among the works is a chair by

Crispen Matekenya. A great fish, rising up

over six feet tall, provides a seat in the curve

of its powerful, scale-covered body and a

backrest against its tail — a ride to carry one

on an imaginary journey.

One of the children from Blakiston School

described the playground as a desert before

the artists arrived. "Now we need more time

to play." Barbara Murray



Michiel Dolk, Seascape (details)
Barhiira Miirrav

Michiel Dolk, Seascape, Royal

Netherlands Embassy, Harare
Zimbabweans, forget all that talk about

this being a landlocked eounti^. We now

have our very own coastline.

Thirty-two pieces of beautifully coloured

marble installed in front of the Royal

Netherlands Embassy in Harare provide

us with a marine experience. Each is a

subtle beach scene with softly lapping

waves, pale sands washed and moved by

the flow of tides, grey sea stretching out

to a distant horizon.

To stand in the middle and slowly turn

around the circle is to be on some lonely

beach, a fortuitously placed palm tree

adding to the illusion. This is nature

imitating nature; nature painting her own

seascape— discovered, cut. smoothed,

polished and placed by Michiel Dolk for

our contemplation.

The Royal Netherlands Embassy is to be

congratulated for commissioning this

lovely work of art. Perhaps some of the

other embassies will consider

commissioning out further gardens thus

supporting local artists. Enabling both

locals and visitors to appreciate art.

Barbara Murray

forthcoming events and exhibitions
Gallery Delta will be having its Summer
Show in December/January. There is a lot

of change and movement taking place with

artists — visitors, travellers and others who

have not shown before at Delta — bringing

in interesting work. The show will include,

amongst others, paintings by two British

artists. Maryclare Foa and Martin

Beresford. heliographs by American

Lawrence Beck, and ceramics by

Zambian Andrew Macromalis. Following

on in January is the annual Students and
Young Artists Exhibition, a chance to

see burgeoning talent locally as well as work

by Zimbabwe students studying art

externally Suzy Pennington and Helen

Kedgley from New Zealand will be

exhibiting recent paintings and textiles in

March.

An exhibition of work by Piet Mondrian

will open at the National Gallery in Harare

on 4 February. Children's work will also be

on show in February: peace posters and

work submitted for a calendar. In March,

the Genesis exhibition from Munsterland.

Germany, with work by LuiS Meque,

Keston Beaton and Tapfuma Gutsa

along with three German artists. Jupp
Ernst, Peer Christian Stuwe and Felix

Droese, will arrive. Galleiy no 6 ran an

article on this exhibition which was well

received in Germany. And opening on 18

March is a solo show of paintings and

graphics by one of our prominent young

artists. Hilary Kashiri.

An international workshop will be held

at Sandro's durmg January which will

encompass ceramics, glass, sculpture and

painting and include Zimbabwean. Dutch.

Danish and English artists. People are

invited to watch the artists at work as well as

see their finished pieces at the end of

January. Photographs and paintings by

Robbie Small will be exhibited in

February.

The National Gallery in Bulawayo will be

holding the 10th VAAB Exhibition during

December and January. This annual event is

a showcase for Matabeleland's top artists.

Thereafter the national Heritage

Exhibition will be on display.

Installation work by Tapfuma Gutsa will

be on show at Pierre Gallery in January. This

will be followed by an exhibition of wood

sculpture, including work by Zephania

Tshuma; and later a group show of

paintings, including work by Barry Lungu.
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